
Strengths Challenges Other thoughts

Space constraints for a larger school once the 

County out grows the 1,300 seat need and is 

looking at 2,000+ seats.

This makes better sense. Walter Reed is a 

wider street to handle traffic, with more wider 

roads nearby to handle traffic. The Career 

Center is located close to businesses that can 

handle the extra activity, not surrounded by 

neighborhoods.

parking for career center and library can be put 

into a garage, spreads high schools out more

not sufficient space for full sports programs;

Somewhat central Small site Please go to Crystal City where there is more 

room

Good location for neighborhood HS-interior of 

county and distant from other HS.

Similar to Kenmore option, to maintain equity 

students would have to be given the option to 

transfer to a comprehensive HS for sports, etc.

tech program change the tech program to be more comparable 

to TJ high school in Fairfax to draw interest.

Career Center and Tech sounds interesting 

along with new H. S.

Possibilities for activities would have to be 

considered.

There should be more space somewwhere in 

North Arlington.

I think adding a new neighborhood HS either here 

or at Kenmore HS is preferable to just making an 

existing school even bigger.

tech sounds great in theory not sure how tech is working out ; hate busing all 

of these kids all over the county

same as above for another neighborhood school

Assumes a lot of people want specialty programs - 

we need afourth neighborhood high school.

I don't think option really holds the prospect of a 

regular neighborhood high school.

Great central location Not a big site unless the existing Patrick Henry 

ES was incorporated
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Seems like a good option as it would give the 

HS its own space while allowing Arlington Tech 

location

Does this location match the need of where the 

students are currently overcrowded? or estimated 

to be in the future?

Not sure how the boundaries would be redefined 

given the proximity to Wakefield HS

Tech is really important especially trade for 

those kids who just are not academic... but 

would excell at a trade and practical learning.

This is a good location. A tech and neighborhood school could work in the 

career center site.

A pipe dream if APS thinks that they will fill the 

enrollment hopes.

The only way to meet the enrollment objectives is 

to make the comprehensive high school 

experience so unappealing that parents select it to 

escape the other schools.  I would note that 

knowlegable sources on sites like DC Urban 

Moms have indicated that the recent increase in 

private school applications is being driven by 

Arlington families wanting to get out of the APS.  

Both the APS and the Board should reflect on this.

Geographical balance from other county high 

schools, less disruption to existing school sites

none Too many school sites in one neighborhood 

(arlington heights), Costs could be high with new 

fields and buildings, fear that existing programs 

at career center will get kicked out, terrible traffic 

impact

worst option

Near 66 so location is good for traffic. Students 

could go to other campuses for other 

activities/courses just like college setting. We 

need to think outside the box on this one. I am 

also for locating schools in already existing 

structures, office buildings that are currently not 

occupied

I would like to see the list of activities that would 

not be covered and the reasons why.
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capacity at Arlington Tech increases benefits of all other HSs not available at new 

school/has to be choice school

equity issues if you make this a neighborhood 

school; too much construction in one area (S.Arl)

Too dense already

Consider neighborhood hs in the HB model

We need a tech school and something for 

students other than bookworms

Increased Capacity for Arl Tech. All neighborhood high schools should offer the 

same activities, courses, etc...   You run the risk 

of creating a second tier school

This does not seem to be enough space and 

again we are still stuck with ONLY 1300 seats.

Arlington Tech is a great idea and will see high 

demand if done well.  You would be smart to 

expand that now and work for that.  Also, could 

reduce tuition paid for TJ in Fairfax

Again, a new building may be more expensive 

than an academy, and less flexibile.

Existing APS property that can accommodate a 

new HS; does not overcrowd any of existing 

HSs.

Is there enough demand to expand Arlington 

Tech?

This is a good backup option to the Kenmore site - 

please analyze these two options to decide on 

best solution for students

I don't understand how it would make sense to 

have two HS adjacent to each other

Location of the Career Center. May not be able to offer all of the programs, 

activities, and courses of the three existing 

Arlington high schools.

not enough space for this

Alleviates burden on local schools. Most 

facilities already exist.

Lack of programs.

See above. Students should not be shortchanged 

by a school that willl not have as much to offer as 

the other comprehensive high schools. Does not 

address demand for IB.

Central location So little space, such limited facilities
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Career Center building is old and in desperate 

need of a new building; Arlington Tech students 

could take some classes at the new 

neighborhood school

Rebranding the Career Center and ensuring that 

the new neighborhood high school will be a draw 

for new students

This is a good location--would balance siting of 

high schools in the county

if this is a smaller school, what will be unique 

about it to allow it to compete with larger 

schools?

Expanding vocational ed options would serve the 

needs of many students

This will make the demographics at Wakefield 

even more skewed by taking the richer half of its 

attendance area, pushing wakefield boundaries 

into the poorest part of WL area.

Might also disrupt the apparent momentum of the 

Arlington Tech program, which seems to be 

generating a reasonable amount of interest.

By definition above, the Career Center site is 

too limited in what it can offer. Why shortchange 

ANY students by putting the high school there?

This site already has THREE schools on it.  

Enough already. The quality of those three 

schools is bound to suffer when 1300 more 

students are crammed into the site.

Do not shortchange the students who already 

attend one of the THREE schools at this

short commutes to school = more time for 

everything else

kids are basically in competition with one another 

when applying to college.  it would be terrible for 

a child to not have an opportunity to develop an 

interest or skill because it isn't offered at their 

neighborhood school.

Arlington Tech is an unproven entity and should 

be thoroughly evaluated for effectiveness before 

proceeding

Space, traffic Why will it be doable to expand to create a 

highschool when we were told it was to small an 

area for an expanded elementary

Not for everybody. Bus service needed Won't solve the bigger capacity issue.

Using existing space- less expensive than 

building new high school.

Redistricting. What makes this appealing if its 

offerings are limited?

Building a new high school Not giving the new high school a focus as a 

countywide option school

The new high school could be a countywide option 

school focusing on vocational/technical education
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Student can easily take Arlington Tech classes Still no sport or music options.  There are no 

fields.  What do the kids do for PE?

Build a parking garage with a field on top

should be enough space with a parking garage, 

students could use career center

too close to elementary school

1300 seat HS would complement Arlington 

Tech and with both at the same site, some 

economies of scale could be realized for 

activities.

There is already a lot going on at that site with 

Patrick Henry, Career Center, Arlington Tech

good idea don't know the career center's purpose/mission

Why CAN'T APS ensure that this new,  smaller 

1300 seat HS would have all the same programs, 

activities and courses that the other APS HSs 

have when lots of smaller districts around the 

country are able to offer a diverse body of activities 

with smaller student bodies?

Best option!

Properly located to balance diversity Best option to adress diversity.

New High School is in the offering, which is 

what Arlington needs.

This option, regardless if built at Kenmore or 

another location, should offer the same education 

offerings as the sister schools (i.e. Wakefield, 

Washington-Lee and Yorktown.

Have you considered space for sports grounds.

Like adding additional neighborhood school Will the seats be where they are needed?

I don't understand the utility of three distinct high 

schools on one property – it seems confusing 

for parents, students, and the county. But a new 

full-size high school – particularly in that area – 

would be very useful for the growing population 

in Central and South Arlington.

Parents may have concerned about the number 

of students in a fairly small space, in addition to 

concerned about students who are already legally 

adults mingling with ninth graders.

? Too many kids on tiny space. Promotes Choice 

schools which are not effective at relieving 

overcrowding and degrade diversity.

No more choice schools.
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Arlington Tech expansion is very desirable and 

an expanded school at this site is a great option. 

Transporation efficiency. South Arlington 

location would mean 2 High Schools in South 

Arlington.

Can't think of any. This is absolutely the best option. We need a 

significant STEM focused high school in Arlington.

Naturally able to incorporate non-traditional HS 

activities/courses at site

Site seems already crowded; adding to building 

probably more disruptive to current students

Would be nice to incorporate and improve library 

too and make a more cohesive campus

Smaller high schools have lots of benefits for 

kids, including the chance to be "known"

Another neighborhood high school means fewer 

kids needing buses

1) Far too much APS presence in such a small 

community, with the addition of the largest ES in 

Arlington on top of likely-to-be-expanded TJ.  2) 

Community relies on the library - no credible 

assurance the library will either be untouched or 

remodeled in the new build, 3)

So disappointed in the county and school board for 

pulling the wool over citizens eyes and denying an 

addition for Patrick Henry at the Henry site.

Would this be an expansion for technology? Sort 

of like TJ in Fairfax County?

Maximizes land use. Could pool funding of 1300 

+ ArlTech and make it a 4th comprehensive with 

ArlTech as an option (.just like IB in WL)

Two choice programs using precious land when 

the same land and funding could pay for a fourth 

comprehensive.

Save this option for the future when we have 

40,000 students

Very dense area, might be well served by a 

neighborhood school.

Traffic, affect on the neighborhood.

Better then Washington and Lee because there 

is more space, but not as much as Kenmore.

There is limited space available and program 

already located here.  The current plan assumes 

800 seats located at the Arlington Tech program, 

so I am not sure homemaking a 1300 seat school 

here makes any improvement.  It is only a net 

gain of 500 seats.

Limited residential impact. Make education center hub for extra-curricular like 

studio arts, foreign language, and IB
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Already adding on to the site to expand Tech, 

good to have access to Career Center electives

Not access to existing high school 

programs/activities

Seems like a viable option, can students sign up 

for activities at another high school?

Having ~ 4000 students total in the W-L area 

should have been a non-starter.

A vocational high school (and its students and 

teachers) sharing the same building as a regular 

high school?  SChool culture clash?? How will 

staff and resources be divided over time as the 

populations of each program flucttuate?

None The traffic in Arlington Heights is already a 

disaster just waiting to happen. With the new 

elementary school going in @ TJ,South 2nd St, 

Highland and Fillmore will be a dangerous 

parkinjg lot all day long.

I can't believe this is even being considered.  

Obviously the board members are either totally 

ignorant of the Arlington Heights neighborhood or 

just don't care about us.

Well located; good traffic flows; provides best 

option for largest portion of Arlington students.

Central location in county No opportunity for sports and p e Good choice

Smaller, neighborhood high schools offer many 

benefits.

Best option. STEAM option with tech focus 

would be best for preparing students for future.

Transportation

Expanding Tech program is good. No space for stadium, fields, pool, etc.

Too small of a space. We need a 4th comprehensive high school. 

Please stop ignoring the demand for this.
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The Career Center location would give students 

easy access to the wonderful programs there. It 

is also a site that provides multiple smaller 

programs so they are accustomed to sharing 

space.

Too many programs already share space. There 

are too few mental health professionals in the 

building to serve the many different programs. It 

is impossible to expect the leader of one program 

in the building not to become frustrated with 

whomever is responsible for the entire building.

HB Woodlawn type HS.  If the county wants 

smaller class sizes, this is a good place to start.

If the county wants to create another HB 

Woodlawn type HS, then how to convince 

families to attend if our current South Arlington 

HS is not at 100% capacity.

Why not take this opportunity to branch away from 

our commitment to Thomas Jefferson High School 

for Science & Technology and position the new 

school as our commitment to advanced High 

School Education.  Arlington already has 

neighborhoods that believe we are second to 

none.  Arlington High School graduates are 

marginalized by our own State Universities when it 

comes to acceptance, but TJ graduates seem to 

get first choice and they brag about it.

Like W-L - this could be a good central location 

for transit purposes

Space Again, if this H.S. does not include same 

programming as other comprehensive schools, 

then it should be an options program like more IB 

or another HBW.

already high school students located there

Space; limited programming for some kids, which 

is not fair.  If APS isn't proposing the HS as an 

option program, tax dollars shouldn't go to 

providing less than a fullhigh school experience 

for a small number of kids as a default (and 

possibly only option) high school.

I think the community is in favor of a 

comprehensive high school.
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If you gut the career center building, and fold in 

ACHS, that could be a BIG space for a real high 

school!

Arlington Tech...well...lame.

Best Option

Reduces overcrowding at Washington-Lee This is not a comprehensive high school and 

students will not have all of the opportunities 

available at the three comprehensive high 

schools

This is the best option for a new/fourth high 

school. The space is available, and the 

community supports it.

Getting it done in a timely fashion due to moving 

the current elementary students to a new school.

This is where the most growth is in Arlington with 

regards to students. Provide the necessary space.

Area is located more centerally in Arlington 

County and potentially reduces transportation 

issues.  Co-location with Arlington Tech would 

appear to add value to the high school for it's 

students.

No comment

There is more space and the facilities are great. 

Tech schools should be expanded.

Again worry of increasing concentration of low 

SES students in south arlington.

None Same as mentioned for kenmore location.

Same challenges as above, but it may not have 

the same horrific traffic issues, nor the problem of 

cramming K-12 students together in a single 

location.

small environment Lack of full comprehensive school amenities.

APS needs a new neighborhood high school, 

not one with limited programming and study 

options

Providing activities. programs, and courses that 

the other high schools have either with online 

courses, busing to other high schools, etc.

location space

Space is currently underutilized, BUT see "other 

thoughts"

Inadequate outside space and sports facilities for 

students?

Neighborhood goodwill is rapidly becoming nill--we 

were told the space could not grow for elementary 

and what about the traffic implications!
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location is good to absorb this number of 

students,

* may not be able to offer sports and other 

programs - equity issue with other high school

Could add large number of new walkers, on a 

transit line, could interact well with career center 

(possibly saving money of busses back and 

forth from home school),

need more info on the type of program that would 

be proposed

Other strengths,  could combine sports teams with 

arlington tech, could act as swing space if AT 

grows, great opportunity to work with county to 

provide gym, tennis and our basketball courts, 

theater and maybe pool to much needed area, this 

space would appear less appropriate for a future 

middle or elementary school, could be diverse 

student body

combines arl tech with new program - might 

draw more kids to arl tech

as with Kenmore site - not fair to turn this into a 

neighborhood school if it isn't going to offer all 

courses/programs

If here, should only be an option/choice school or 

have a county wide lottery.

There are already too many schools in one very 

small neighborhood. Roads are not designed for 

this much traffic and no room for expansion.

location is not bad and probably would be very 

walkable

no space for fields, a pool, etc.....would be hard 

to make it comparable to the other three 

comprehensive schools

Good location I'm not sure how much room is available at this 

location but if there is sufficient room then I think 

it's a very good option.

We need to keep the career center program. 

We need a new HS but that can be done at 

Kenmore as a comprehensive program. Easy 

and done

too much at that site

I support.

Adds capacity without overcrowding Students may not have access to the same level 

of education and experiences if activities, 

programs and courses are limited.
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Arlington needs a tech focus HS How are you allowing students to apply? This 

should be an equivalent to TJ, there's absolutely 

no reason, other than the school board's 

shortcomings, that Arlington does't already have 

one. This should be an application/ score based 

school. There should be an elite school here

Adds seats in a growing area of the county... I don't think the space would be adequate for a 

HS.

EXCELLENT idea- there is a lot of land here, 

and resources already here, this is in a very 

walkable area (Henry/TJ/Career Center is very 

residential)

relocating library, space for outdoor areas

Located in South Arlington, accessible to public 

transportation, may encourage development of  

more creative/workforce development 

curriculum.

Not traditional , gives the impression that seats 

are just an add on to the tech school, may 

threaten APS brand of high achieving school 

district.

May be a potential site for additional HILT and 

adult learning hybrid models

We need a 4th comprehensive neighborhood 

school

New school needs to support full range of 

activities -- it can't be a 4th rate choice

Consider other spaces for arlington tech - like the 

VA Hospital site

Central location-perfect for boundary changes 

and diminishing the "North/South divide" 

perception w/in APS; creates a high school 

campus; allows for shared facilities/budget with 

Arlington Tech/CC/ACHS; replaces aging 

buildings and revamps the site - a plus for the 

neighborhood.

Acreage - would need alternate locations for 

fields and/or pool (but some amenities would 

have to be onsite to placate neighbors!), Cost- 

Would need to find another place for Montessori, 

would Henry be a tear-down? Parking-would 

need to be undergrounded to allow for some 

greenspace onsite; Traffic - Walter 

Reed/Columbia Pike are main access arteries, lot 

of schools/seats in a single neighborhood.

I like this location best, but it would require a lot of 

co-planning with Arlington Tech and creativity to 

share facilities between the schools.  I think the 

neighborhood opposition will be tough here, but 

could be placated with some good amenity options-

-don't try to offer nothing! here else can 

Montessori go?  Kenmore? It is half the size of the 

HS seats needed, so it would be less burden on 

Carlin Springs Dr.

good location won't offer same activities

Increasing capacity for Arlington Tech, a niche 

program, is a good thing.

Lacks comprehensive school, enrolled students 

are at disadvantage compared to other high 

schools.
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The location seems to be nearly set up for 

specialized high school programming, it is well 

located,

The space seems very tight--not much open 

space

This location could be the S. Arlington equivalent 

of HB Woodlawn.

a neighborhood school high school that doesn't 

offer all/most of the activities, programs and 

courses that the other 3 HS offer would be seen 

as a disadvantage, these students didn't have a 

choice to pick this school, it was their 

neighborhood; they are disadvantaged if they 

don't get access to the same clubs, arts, sports 

etc. as others

Why not expand Arlington tech to be a full STEAM  

or STEM experience? (and still allow students 

from other HS to participate in the "tech" 

component as they do today;

None.  Landlocked site in a neighborhood not 

connected to any arterials.

Many.  Will take an overly full site and add 

another big structure.  Not enough room for many 

things starting with parking.

How can a site that was too constrained for a new 

elementary school be big enough for a larger HS?  

This does not make sense.

Construction Impact on existing program

Love the idea of more smaller schools in the 

county

This site will only work as a high school if the 

elementary school building is removed.

I would support this site for a high school if the 

library is kept and if the high school is the only 

other facility on the footprint that includes the 

current elementary school building and the career 

center.  In other words only one school.

Space Seats are not where seats are needed Again, a smaller neighborhood school that doesn't 

offer consistent services is not equitable to 

taxpayers.

There is space for expansion and it is close to 

transportation options

Not centrally located to where excess student 

population resides. Thus, will decrease walking 

and biking and increase need for busing.

we still don't know if anyone will like Arlington 

Tech, it's not been around long enough to 

evaluate

oppose
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I think this could be an option offering an 

'alternative' to a traditional highschool

may not have enough interest if a choice program

An expanded site here provides a lot of 

flexibility.  It could expand or contract depending 

on the success of Arlington Tech.  It could also 

facilitate more students taking classes at the 

Career Center, since they would not be forced 

to lose a period to transport.

Same comments as for Kenmore site.  There are 

plenty of possibilities here beyond "a 

neighborhood school without the offerings of the 

other schools".

The discussion of facilities needs to be bigger than 

just for the new 1300 seat school.  The current 

schools do not have sufficient practice fields for 

their existing teams.  We need more creative 

solutions.  How about a single Arlington Stadium 

to be shared by all the schools?  Then use the 

space of the current three stadiums for more 

practice fields with a small amount of seating 

(enough for most sporting events).

An excellent idea, especially if the new high 

school focuses on practical skills learning.

Choice program already there Few will want to go there if it's not comparable to 

the other three schools

Bad idea overall - you would be creating a second-

class experience for some APS students

Kids need athletic fields.

Fairly large footprint for a school building. Could 

also utilize the field space at TJ to meet some of 

the athletic needs.

Potentially large impact on local neighborhood 

traffic.

Building a school that cannot offer comparable 

programs, activities and courses is unfair to the 

students who to there. I suspect there will be 

pressure to add offerings over time in a very 

expensive way.

Better than the Ed Center option Worse than the Kenmore option

Same issue as above: the neighborhood might 

benefit from having a local high school

Same issue as above: if the new 1,300 seat high 

school can't offer all of the activities, programs, 

and courses that are presently offered at 

Arlington's 3 existing high schools, the new high 

school will be relatively unattractive to students 

and parents

better than Educ. Center option will need to be creative so that the same 

activities, courses can be offered
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I don't see any strengths with this option. It doesn't address the real need for building a 4th 

high school.

tech is a good idea

Appears to be the biggest change.

Less likelihood that this site could eventually be 

used for a comprehensive high school when 

compared to the Kenmore site

None

Prevents overcrowding of space and amenities Convincing people to send kids to this satellite 

school.

No way to guarantee that you will have enough 

kids wanting to enroll in the Arlington Tech 

Program.  You will still end up with overcrowding 

in the high schools.

Stop focusing on "choice schools" and just build a 

comprehensive high school.

Smaller learning environment I sense that Arlington Tech is meant to compete 

with TJ in Fairfax, but building that kind of 

reputation will take decades.

This should be the location of a high rigor S&T 

program that will draw from all across the 

County. It would not require all of the resources 

of a comprehensive HS, similar to how HB 

operates. The current Ark Tech program is 

severely mis-aligned with the county needs.

Use the Patrick Henry elem space and people will 

freak out over the loss of the new program. But it 

needs that whole space.

A blue chip S&T program would be a huge asset 

for APS.

None. Why can't it be a program if it's here? 

Make it a choice if you can't offer same 

amenities.

I don't understand why it has to be neighborhood 

zoned if it's here?

This is all really dumb. WHY WOULD IT HAVE TO 

BE ZONED AND NOT A PROGRAM SCHOOL IF 

IT'S HERE?!? Just tell us that you already made 

up your minds about W-L and quit with this BS 

community input.
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1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not be able to offer all of the activities, programs, 

and courses that are presently offered at Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

I am concerned about the asterisked comment. 

Would students be required to attend this 

neighborhood high school? If so, it is a disservice 

and disadvantage to not allow those students the 

same opportunities as students attending the 

other 3 high schools.

Better than the Ed Center I guess. Not clear building can really accomodate this.  

Can't be turned into a comprehensive.

The asterisk noted above I think it's critical that APS does whatever it can to 

ensure that a neighborhood high school at this 

location CAN offer all of the activities, programs, 

and courses that are presently offered at 

Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Might sound better than nothing. The facility/site would require vast resources and 

at the end would fall short of the experience 

provided by building the fourth comprehensive 

HS the county OBVIOUSLY needs.

Build the fourth comprehensive high school the 

county OBVIOUSLY needs.  It's time to lead or get 

out of the way, because failure in this imperils my 

child's education.


